FAIR HAVEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
Announcement
To: Fair Haven Community Members
From: Nelson Ribon
Re: Strategic Planning – Vision 2020!
Date: October 1, 2015
The Fair Haven School District will embark on a strategic planning initiative that engages employees, parents,
students, community members, business owners, and government leaders in the future planning of our school
system. We would love for our community members to be a part of the process!
To offer some clarity on questions that have surfaced recently during our planning phase, I have shared some
information for your review:
How different is this strategic planning initiative from the work that the district is a part of with Spiezle
Architectural firm?
The work that the district has been collaborating with Spiezle Architectural firm for the past 9 months has been
focused on our facilities and their campuses. A thorough needs assessment of both school buildings was
conducted by engineers and architects, followed by input gathering opportunities with community members, staff
and Board members. The information has been analyzed for potential solutions to our needs. This has led to
the development of a variety of architectural design options that would renovate, upgrade, or expand both of our
schools. This work is still in progress and will require the assistance of our community members once again to
discuss and brainstorm the potential solution options brought before us. The goal is to eventually bring a proposal
to our residents for a referendum vote in 2016.
Our Strategic Planning we are about to embark on goes hand in hand with our partnership with Spiezle, although
its focus will be on the development of a multi-year plan for the future of our schools to clearly identify our goals,
outcomes and priorities, all based on valuable input from our community's stakeholders.
We begin with our first workshop session to discuss the district's accomplishments, successes, and traditions that
instill in us a sense of pride. The second evening's workshop will focus participants on the expectations and needs
which represent and reflect every aspect of the Fair Haven School District. The third evening together will provide
attendees an opportunity to define action steps critical in meeting the community's goals and expectations by the
year 2020. Our fourth and final session will be a review and discussion on data to determine its impact on our
work, vision and potential action steps for the future.
How can you become involved? Join us on Wednesday, October 7th in the Knollwood APR for the first of four
Strategic Planning workshops with our community members! What if one cannot attend this first session? You
are welcomed to join us at any of the other three sessions: November 11th, December 1st and January 21st.
Following our last session, a survey will also be distributed to all community members in the event some are
unable to attend any of our workshops, or would simply like to share some final thoughts.
How long will each session last? We will begin at 7:00 p.m. sharp and end by 8:30 p.m.
Would I be able to bring a friend who is not a resident, but considering moving into Fair Haven, or owns a
business in town? Absolutely! Any and all members of our community are welcomed to participate. We are
hopeful that a broad representation of our community attends, including current and former students,
government and business owners, and our senior citizens.
This will be a wonderful and exciting opportunity to be a part of! I look forward to seeing you soon!

